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THE WATER BOND

USE OF PROCEEDS

NWB Bank has issued three so-called Waterbonds

inaugural USD 1 billion 10-year trade which was

Proceeds from the NWB Bank Green Bonds are credited to an internal earmarked

in 2017. In January a SEK 3 bilion (€ 315 million)

issued in 2016. This 4-year USD 500 million bond

6-year bond was issued which was lead managed

was also well oversubscribed with a final order book

account at NWB Bank dedicated for lending to the Dutch water authorities. Projects

by SEB. In April a SEK 1.25 billion (€ 130 million)

of over USD 750 million and a tightening of the price

8-year bond was issued, this time lead managed

with two basis points. 40% of the bond was placed

by SEB and Den Norske Bank. Both bonds were

with green investors, who either have a specific

issue-based on reverse inquiry and fully placed with

mandate to buy SRI products or have ring-fenced

sustainable Scandinavian investors.

SRI portfolios. 39% was placed in the Americas

financed by the water authorities are according to the mandate given to the water
authorities and managed by the water authorities and defined through the Dutch
Water Act (Waterwet). The mandate of the water authorities is to do water
management through mitigation, adaptation and biodiversity projects.

where there is always good interest in our
In November we issued our annual benchmark

green bonds.

Waterbond, a USD 500 million (€ 432 million) 4-year

• 	Energy reduction and biogas production

• 	Sanitation and dredging and waterbeds

• 	Reuse of nutrients and other substances

• 	Improving water quality

lead managed by Nomura, Daiwa and BAML. This

Previously we issued two EUR denominated green

• 	Transport and treatment of wastewater

transaction was NWB Bank’s second green bond

bonds i.e. a € 1 billion 10-year in 2015 and a € 500

• 	Flood protection infrastructure

An annual external audit of the earmarked account

offering in USD, following the well-received

million 5-year in 2014.

• 	Irrigation and drainage, pumping stations

will confirm the lending done. According to plan

• 	(Re)design of watercourses and wetlands for

NWB Bank has spent the proceeds from the Green

water storage and discharge

Bonds in their lending to the water authorities.

The following projects of the water authorities are eligible:
Eligible project types
Mitigation

1. Energy recovery from waste water and extraction of phosphor

Adaptation

1. Flood protection
2. Other flood defences
3. Waterway management
4. Pumping stations

Biodiversity

1. Water treatment
2. Sanitation and dredging of waterbeds
3. Transport and cleaning of wastewater
4. Disposal of sewage sludge
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ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICIES THAT GUIDE
THE WATER AUTHORITIES

ESTIMATED INVESTMENTS
BY WATER AUTHORITIES
OVER RECENT YEARS

Under EU and national laws, the water authorities are required to develop a water

Allocation of the expenses of water authorities over last 3 years

management plan and report on the progress of implementation (confirmed by

Investments (in € million)

personal communication with Unie van Waterschappen).
Water management reports regarding the water

Waste water treatment plans are reported under

quality and biodiversity impact of the plans are sent

the European Urban Waste Water Directive. Under

to the European Commission as a requirement under

Dutch law, the water authorities are required to

the European Water Framework Directive. Flood

acquire an environmental permit for all initiatives,

protection schemes are reported on a national level,
but also subject to the European Flood Directive.

Planning
Flood protection

1%
28%

Other flood defences

9%

Waterlevel management

8%

and perform an environmental impact assessment

Sanitation and dredging of waterbeds

3%

for large projects.

Water system management, quality and quantity

20%

Transport and cleaning of wastewater

20%

Disposal of sewage sludge

3%

Roads

2%

Managing waterways

0%

Other

6%

The long term lending by NWB Bank covers most of these investments.
The residual they receive from the taxes they levy.
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NWB BANK’S ROLE
IN SOCIETY

5

INPUT

VALUE DRIVERS

Financial capital
• Triple A ratings Moody's and S&P
• Well-capitalised
• Diversified funding base
• Sixth safest bank in the world
(source: Global Finance)

• In the lead group of Green Bond issuers
in the Netherlands
• Lead group in the Eurozone with CET1 capital
• Low Cost/Income ratio
• Frequent issuer

Vision
Combining our objectives
as a promotional bank
with a proactive approach
in order to create added
social value in social,
environmental and
economic terms.

OUTPUT
Mission

As a customer-focused, robust
and sustainable financial partner,
we enter into lasting relationships
with our stakeholders and
enable them to fulfil their duties
in Dutch society in the best
possible manner.

IMPACT

Knowledge transfer

Lending

• Client seminars
• Treasury scans
• Insight into market
developments
• Meetings with customers
• Innovative solutions

• Money market loans
• Long-term lending
• Bespoke finance
• 1 day to 50 years

TO

• CLIMATE MITIGATION AND ADAPTATION

Social and relationship capital
• Complete public sector as customer
• Guarantee sector (Social Housing Guarantee
Fund/Homeownership Guarantee Fund/
Guarantee Fund for the Healthcare Sector)
• Of and for the government
• Investors
• National promotional bank (collaboration
with the EIB)

• CO2 REDUCTION

Shareholders
Customers
Investors
Employees
Supervisory authorities
Government

Housing corporations

Water authorities

Export credit guarantees

• AFFORDABLE SOCIAL HOUSING
• CREATING A SUSTAINABLE
HOUSING STOCK
• PROMOTING EXPORTS

Human capital
• Well-trained and committed professionals
• Key members of staff are registered with
the DSI [Dutch Securities Institute]
• Higher than average Work Ability Index

Intellectual capital
• Specialist knowledge
• Promotion of innovation, including
product innovation

Organisational capital
• Sustainable procurement and
investment
• Strong sustainability ratings
(Sustainalytics, Oekom and IMUG)

• CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Joint schemes

Municipal
authorities

Themes
Sharing financial
Core values
expertise, providing
Consciousness, engagement
finance in a
and reliability.
sustainable and
committed way,
operating in a
Strategy
sustainable and
By catering efficiently to the
socially relevant way,
combined financial needs of customers
and acting with
in the public arena we seek to lower
integrity and
the public sector’s financial charges.
transparency.
We seek to respond to the changes in
the needs of the public sector and
to be available for our clients at
all times.

Energy utilities

Educational
institutes

• REDUCING THE HEALTH CARE COSTS
• LOW COSTS FOR THE GOVERNMENT
AND THE CITIZEN

Public Purpose
Organisation

Provinces

PPP

Water utilities

Project finance

Health care

Photography: Provinces, A27 / A1, Heijmans. PPS, Amsterdam District Court, KAAN Architecten. Project finance, Defluent, Delfluent Services B.V.
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6
WATER AUTHORITIES
AND WATER BONDS
WATER AUTHORITIES

water management, these responsibilities have

The Netherlands is a nation that has been shaped

been allocated to separate authorities, namely the

by water and manpower. In the Netherlands, water

water authorities, under the Dutch Constitution.

is both friend and foe, with the Dutch living largely

Within their regions, the water authorities ensure

below sea level, and within a delta of four major

solid dunes and dikes, the availability of good quality

European rivers: the Rhine, the Meuse, the Scheldt

water in the correct volumes and the purification of

and the Ems. There is a significant risk of flooding in

wastewater that has been discharged into the sewage

this region of the Netherlands, but 70% of domestic

system by households and companies. The water

revenue is generated in this area as well. This

authorities are highly committed to sustainability.

is reason enough to ensure that the people and

The utilisation of self-generated energy and the

the economy are continuously protected against
storm surges from the sea and flooding from the

useful application of residual heat, solar panels

rivers. Decades of investment have resulted in the

and wind turbines have become an integral part

Netherlands being the safest delta in the world.

of the work car-ried out by the water authorities.

Nevertheless, even in a rich country such as the

The water authorities are in step with the times and

Netherlands, that security cannot be taken for

adopt innovative solutions in order to perform their

granted. The climate is changing, sea levels are

work more effectively, intelligently, sustainably

rising whilst the land is subsiding and there is an

and affordably.

increase in urbanisation. This means that additional

The investments made by the water authorities are largely financed with loans. The water bonds of the

investments will be required in the years to come.

The following map indicates the locations of the

NWB Bank ensure that these loans are available in sufficient numbers, thus allowing the water authorities

Because of the importance of adequate protection

22 water authorities currently established in

to continue to carry out their responsibilities at a high level of quality. The remainder of this publication

against our waters and the necessity of effective

the Netherlands.

will outline how the responsibilities and duties of the water authorities have developed in recent years.
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INVESTMENTS

PROTECTION AGAINST FLOODING

100,000 per year. If a flood defence does not comply

Each year, the water authorities invest some €1.3 billion to ensure that their flood defences, waterways,

A large part of the Netherlands is situated below sea

with the standard, this does not mean that there

pumping stations, water treatment plants and other water works are up to task and able to keep up with

level, so without solid flood defences, there would

is an acute danger of flooding. The structure will,

ever-changing conditions. These investments are necessary in response to the changes in our climate and in

be regular floods that could endanger the lives of

however, have to be strengthened with a view to the

weather conditions, rising sea levels, land subsidence, urbanisation, salinisation and increasingly stringent

inhabitants and cause significant economic damage.

future. With the introduction of the new standards,

(European) environmental standards. The figures below show how the annual investment of €1.3 billion has

The water authorities manage and maintain virtually

the water authorities and Rijkswaterstaat currently

been allocated across the various components making up the responsibilities of the water authorities for the

all primary flood defences (3,600 km). These provide

face the most extensive dike reinforcement operation

period of 2017 – 2020.

protection against flooding from the sea, the major

ever. Over 1100 km of primary flood defences and 256

rivers and the IJsselmeer and Markermeer lakes.

locks and pumping stations will have to be improved,

The remaining 3% of primary flood defences is

comprising a total of some 300 projects across

managed by Rijkswaterstaat.

the country. In order to ensure that the process

In million €

In %

Planning

20

2%

Primary flood defences

420

32%

Other flood defences

145

11%

Water level management

85

7%

Sanitation and dredging of waterbeds

30

2%

Water system management, quality and quantity

205

16%

Transport and treatment of wastewater

310

24%

Disposal of sewage sludge

35

3%

Roads

10

1%

Managing waterways

5

0.4%

Other

40

3%

is conducted quicker, better and more efficiently,
Given that the Netherlands wishes to pre-empt

the water authorities and Rijkswaterstaat will be

any type of disaster, the authorities adhere to

working closely together within the Flood Protection

stringent safety standards that the primary flood

Programme, a dike reinforcement programme

defences must meet. New statutory requirements

that costs roughly €400 million each year. All flood

were introduced in 2017, which de facto reduce the

defences must meet the new safety standards

likelihood of anyone drowning due to flooding to 1 in

by 2050.

The percentages below show that the share of the length of the primary flood-control defences that is up to
standard has grown in the past few years. Since the new standards were only introduced in 2017, these are
the most recent figures available.

% km of primary flood defences that
comply with the safety standards

2009

2011

2013

2015

57%

62%

69%

73%

These investments are largely funded by long-terms loans from the NWB Bank. In addition, the water
authorities receive subsidies from other public authorities.
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DIKE REINFORCEMENT USING SOIL MIX

very little room to strengthen the dike within

AN AMPLE SUPPLY OF WATER: PREVENTING

issues, the water authorities drew up a plan with

The IJssel dike provides protection against flooding

the inner city of Gouda.

NUISANCE AND SHORTAGES

other public authorities with responsibilities in the

Ensuring that the correct amount and supply of water

field of water management in the Netherlands in

of the Holland IJssel, a river in the Province of South
Holland. At present, however, the dike is insufficiently

A contractor subsequently submitted a proposal to the

is present in a given area is key to allowing people

2003. In this National Administrative Agreement on

high on a certain stretch and unstable, which may

Rijnland water authority to use the Cutter Soil Mixing

to live, work, farm and enjoy nature effectively. This

Water (Nationaal Bestuursakkoord Water), it was

result in the dike shifting and allowing water from

Method (CSM) to inject the dike with cement from the

means that any nuisance caused by water must be

agreed inter alia that the number of sites where

the Holland IJssel to flow into the hinterland.

inside. Soil mixing is a soil treatment process that

prevented, that excess precipitation during the wetter

flooding would have major consequences should be

Reinforcement options using traditional methods,

mixes soil with cement. Following the setting of the

seasons must be drained away and that water must

reduced to virtually zero. Under this plan, each water

such as significantly raising and reinforcing the dike,

cement, the weak soil subsequently takes on the soil

be supplied adequately during periods of drought.

authority region was provided with standards by the

seemed unavailable. The region is known for having

properties of concrete. The Rijnland water authority

With over 14,000 km of non-primary flood defences,

province, and measures were put in place to prevent

‘weak soil’, which results in the dike sliding down both

accepted the proposal, and the dike is currently

230,000 km of waterways, 3,550 pumping stations

unacceptable flooding and nuisance caused by water.

on the outside and on the inside. In addition, there is

undergoing reinforcement works using this method.

and tens of thousands of smaller water engineering

The data below demonstrates that the share of

structures, the second primary responsibility of

the areas managed by the water authorities that

the water authorities is to continually ensure that

complies with the standards has evolved positively

enough water is available in their region. In order

over the years.

to tackle the present water management

% of areas managed by water authorities that
comply with the standards for flooding

2007

2010

2013

2016

97.9%

98.8%

99.0%

99.0%

The water authorities, more so than anyone else, see the effects of climate change in their daily activities,
with torrential rain and periods of drought alternating with one another at an increasingly rapid rate, testing
the limits of the water system in the extreme. The water authorities are currently calculating what the
impact of these new circumstances on their water systems will be. Alongside the Government, the municipal
authorities, the provincial authorities, private parties and companies, the water authorities are investigating
which measures prove most effec-tive to reduce the effects of flooding and droughts as much as possible.
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UNDERGROUND WATER STORAGE IN AMSTERDAM

Gustav Mahlerplein that can store up to 750,000

IMPROVING WATER QUALITY

of environmentally friendly shores and banks and

A large number of developments are underway at

litres of rainwater. This is almost the equivalent of

The water authorities also ensure the quality of the

of weirs passable to fish, as well as the removal of

the Amsterdam Zuidas, with new office blocks,

a 25-metre long swimming pool. The tank collects

surface water that they manage. In doing so, they

polluted waterbeds. In addition, the water authorities

homes and shops being built, resulting in more

the rainwater that cannot be drained via the sewer.

attempt to provide healthy conditions for the plants

attempt to prevent spills and dumping of con-

paved surface and fewer green spaces and water.

Consequently, the underground tank will only fill up

and animals that live in the water. At the same

taminated substances in the surface water.

As a result, the rainwater has a harder time draining

in the case of torrential downpours. Once the rain

time, they ensure that users of the water, such as

away and major downpours in particular will lead

has stopped, the water is pumped away via the De

agricultural operators, sports fish-ermen, recreational

An accurate indicator of the quality of the surface

to significant problems. For this reason, the water

Boelegracht canal. Most of the year, the storage tank

boaters and swimmers are well catered to. In practice,

water is the share of the bathing water that complies

authority for Amstel, Gooi and Vecht and the City of

will be filled with only a small layer of water.

this means that the water authorities take measures

with the European Bathing Water Directive. The

to improve liv-ing conditions in and around the water.

figures below show that this share has grown in

These measures include the construction

recent years.

Amsterdam have placed a tank under the

% of bathing water locations that comply with the
European Bathing Water Directive

16

2012

2013

2015

92%

95%

97%
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PURIFICATION OF WASTEWATER

both in cubic metres and in contamination levels.

The purification of the wastewater produced by the

This contamination level is expressed in the number

7.7 million households and 1.6 million businesses

of contamination units, IEs or inhabitant equivalents.

in the Netherlands constitutes the fourth primary

One IE is the quantity of wastewater and the level

responsibility of the water authorities. Their 335

of contamination it contains that is, on average,

sewage treatment plants allow this wastewater to

produced by one person per year. The amount of

be drained in the surface water without any adverse

cubic metres is primarily affected by the volume of

effects on water quality.

precipitation that falls in one year. The amount of

The volume of wastewater that is treated is measured

contamination units is determined by the extent of

The table below shows that the extent to which these three types of substances have been eliminated from

economic activity.

the wastewater has increased in recent years.

Volume of treated wastewater

2006

2010

2013

2016

m3 (in billions)

1.88

1.94

1.87

1.91

contamination units (in millions)

N/A

N/A

24.6

26.0

Another interesting fact is the volume of sludge that is produced at the wastewater treatment plant. The total

% of quantity of substances eliminated

2007

2010

2013

2016

phosphates

81.2

84.1

84.7

86.2

nitrates

79.1

81.5

83.9

84.9

oxygen-binding substances

91.0

91.8

92.5

93.0

from wastewater

production of sludge in tonnes of dry matter is shown in the table below.
Quantity of sludge produced
in tonnes of dry matter

2006

2009

2013

2016

336,466

336,280

324,702

334,457

In order to map the quality of the treatment of wastewater, it is key to examine the extent to which the
substances that are most harmful to the surface water are removed from the wastewater. These substances
include phosphates, nitrates and oxygen-binding substances. European legislation stipulates that 75% of both
the phosphates and the nitrates must be eliminated from the wastewater. In the Netherlands, a minimum of
90% is applied for oxygen-binding substances
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SPACE-SAVING WASTE-WATER TREATMENT

The bacteria used in the Nereda process, due to their

CLOSING CYCLES: PRODUCING ENERGY AND

responsibilities; increasingly, the water authorities

USING NEREDA

composition, have an exterior that is rich in oxygen

RAW MATERIALS

use them for the production of sustainable energy

Nereda is an organic technology for wastewater

and a low-oxygen core, which allows multiple puri-

The water authorities recognise that climate change

as well. Wastewater treatment plants, pumping

treatment. In traditional wastewater treatment, mi-

fication steps to take place in a single granule. This

has a significant impact on their core responsibilities.

stations, dikes and water managed by the water

cro-organisms purify the wastewater in flakes. In the

saves a lot of space, as the oxygen-rich and low-ox-

Dikes and water systems require improvement, and

authorities are used to produce energy by means of

Nereda process, these same micro-organisms grow

ygen pro-cesses take place in multiple tanks in a nor-

their responsibilities with regard to water safety,

wind power, solar power, hydropower and thermal

in granular structures. These granules have a higher

mal wastewater treatment plant. The new treatment

water supply, clean water and water treatment

energy storage. This is pri-marily done by the water

rate of organic activity and make it very easy for the

system also uses less energy and fewer chemi-cals.

suddenly have to be carried out differently. Against

authorities themselves, but the sites are also made

micro-organisms to be separated from the water. In

It is currently already being used at various sites in

this background, the water authorities of the

available to citizen cooperatives and companies

this way, wastewater is cleaned in a sustainable way

the Netherlands.

Netherlands are leading the way in the transition

that use them to produce energy. The data below

to sustainable energy production and closing raw

show that the share of the total energy consumption

material cycles. In particular, the sewage water that

that is self-generated has increased considerably

they purify is increasingly seen by them as a source

in the past few years. In addition, in 2016, 6.5% of

of sustainable energy and valuable raw materials.

the sustainable energy generated at the sites of the

and often without the use of chemicals.

water authorities was produced by third parties,
Energy

according to the energy consumption of the water

The sites and resources of the water authorities are

authorities. The water authorities aim to become

not exclusively used for the execution of their core

completely energy neutral by 2025.

% of own production of total energy consumption

2007

2010

2013

2016

18.8%

21.7%

21.7%

32.6%

The water authorities recognise that climate change has a significant impact on their core responsibilities.
Dikes and water systems require improvement, and their responsibilities with regard to water safety, water
supply, clean water and water treatment suddenly have to be carried out differently. Against this background,
the water authorities of the Netherlands are leading the way in the transition to sustainable energy production
and closing raw material cycles. In particular, the sewage water that they purify is increasingly seen by them
as a source of sustainable energy and valuable raw materials.

Quantity of biogas produced in millions of m3

20

2011

2013

2015

2016

102.5

111.6

112.2

119.6
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Recovery of raw materials
Scarce and valuable (raw) materials can be recovered from the wastewater purified by the water authorities
and can subsequently be reused ef-fectively. Following a comprehensive study, the water authorities compiled
a Top 5 of the substances that have the most potential to be recov-ered in an economically viable way, namely:
phosphorus, cellulose, alginate, bioplastics and biomass. Phosphorus can be reused as a fertiliser in the
agricultural sector, while cellulose can be used as a dripping inhibitor for asphalt in the construction of roads.
Alginate can be used to make paper and cardboard water-repellent, to reduce the leaching of fertilisers used
in agriculture and to extend the useful life of concrete via im-proved hardening. Bioplastics, naturally, will be
able to find their way back to the plastics industry, while biomass can be used as a soil condi-tioner and as
fibre in the paper and cardboard industry. The water authorities have made mutual agreements regarding the
ways in which these markets are to be explored further.
Sustainable purchasing
The water authorities also contribute to making society more sustainable by purchasing sustainably produced
raw materials and products as much as possible. The figures below reflect the growth of the share of
purchasing that consisted of ‘sustainable goods’.

% of purchasing that was sustainable3

2010

2011

2013

2015

85%

88%

93%

98%
Cellulose recovery at wastewater treatment plants.

Carbon footprint

On 29 June 2017, the first pilot-scale cellulose production facility was opened at the Geestmerambacht

The data below show that the carbon footprint of the water authorities decreased by 2% per year in the period

wastewater treatment plant of the Hol-lands Noorderkwartier water authority, where it would begin

2011 – 2013 and by almost 4% per year in the period 2013 – 2015.

recovering cellulose from wastewater. This unique ‘SMART Plant’ recovers roughly 400 kg of cellulose from
the wastewater each day, using the so-called fine sieve technique (fijnzeeftechniek). These sieves were

2011

2013

2015

2016

also installed at the sewage treatment plant in Zuidoostbeemster by the same water authority. Following
purification and hygienisation, the cellulose is used for high-quality products, such as bioplastics.

Carbon footprint in tonnes of CO2

468,000

450,842

388,253

381,192

Energy savings by way of surface water temperature differences
‘SMART Polder’ is a concept that links water management to energy savings. It involves using the
temperature differences of surface water throughout the various seasons to heat or cool buildings. In the
summer, surface water is heated by higher ambient temperatures outside. This heat is then stored in the
ground and is subsequently used to heat the buildings in the colder winter months. By the same principle,
the cold can be stored during the winter months, to be used for cooling in the summer. An additional benefit
is that this type of geothermal system helps pre-vent botulism and blue algae in the summer, as it cools the
surface water. In this way, water quality is also improved. SMART Polder is currently used by the Delfland
water authority in the province of South Holland.
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Use of Proceeds

7

Trade

Notional

date

APPENDIX
Waterbonds issued in 2017
SEK 3 bln 6 years

315,000

SEK 1.25 bln 8 years

130,000

USD 500 mln 4 years

432,000

Use of proceeds
Total loans

978,000,000

Use of proceeds

877,000,000

Balance of non-disbursed cash

0

Maturity

Trade

in years

date

Notional

Maturity

Trade

in years

date

Notional

Maturity
in years

15-jun

10.000.000,00

25

9-sep

7.000.000,00

6

26-jan

5.000.000,00

30

15-jun

5.000.000,00

25

9-sep

6.000.000,00

4

30-jan

10.000.000,00

9

16-jun

10.000.000,00

30

9-sep

7.000.000,00

4

30-jan

5.000.000,00

9

23-jun

70.432.638,06

20

13-okt

10.000.000,00

28

30-jan

10.000.000,00

24

28-jun

7.000.000,00

1

13-okt

10.000.000,00

19

30-jan

5.000.000,00

24

28-jun

10.000.000,00

20

14-okt

21.000.000,00

5

1-feb

16.000.000,00

1

28-jun

10.000.000,00

20

14-okt

16.250.000,00

4

20-mrt

10.000.000,00

32

28-jun

10.000.000,00

20

26-okt

10.000.000,00

14

20-mrt

10.000.000,00

32

28-jun

10.000.000,00

20

26-okt

5.000.000,00

14

20-mrt

10.000.000,00

16

28-jun

10.000.000,00

20

26-okt

10.000.000,00

14

20-mrt

10.000.000,00

16

29-jun

15.000.000,00

4

29-nov

15.000.000,00

2

5-apr

10.000.000,00

3

1-jul

15.000.000,00

10

30-nov

15.000.000,00

20

5-apr

10.000.000,00

3

1-jul

15.000.000,00

15

12-dec

26.000.000,00

37

5-apr

10.000.000,00

1

8-jul

13.560.376,26

25

12-dec

19.000.000,00

36

5-apr

10.000.000,00

1

11-jul

20.000.000,00

2

14-dec

20.000.000,00

14

18-apr

10.000.000,00

20

15-jul

10.000.000,00

20

15-dec

26.000.000,00

34

18-apr

10.000.000,00

20

6-sep

20.000.000,00

25

15-dec

26.000.000,00

32

9-sep

20.000.000,00

5

15-dec

7.000.000,00

35

9-sep

6.000.000,00

5

17-jan

25.000.000,00

5

9-sep

6.000.000,00

6

26-jan

10.000.000,00

30

9-sep

7.000.000,00

6

26-jan

10.000.000,00

30

Use of Proceeds

Trade

Notional

date
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Maturity

Trade

in years

date

Notional

Maturity

Trade

in years

date

Notional

Maturity
in years

16-mrt

7.000.000,00

31

18-apr

5.000.000,00

20

25-mei

7.500.000,00

30

31-mrt

10.000.000,00

20

21-apr

100.774.088,00

50

25-mei

7.500.000,00

30

31-mrt

10.000.000,00

20

9-mei

10.000.000,00

20

25-mei

7.000.000,00

3-

31-mrt

5.000.000,00

20

9-mei

10.000.000,00

20

7-jun

16.804.536,26

25

13-apr

5.000.000,00

20

17-mei

14.280.000,00

1

15-jun

10.000.000,00

25
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SECOND OPINION CICERO
As an independent, not-for-profit, research institute,

Disclaimer

CICERO (Center for International Climate and
Environmental Research - Oslo) provides second
opinions on institutions’ framework and guidance

THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT

which will appear in the Offering Document.

for assessing and selecting eligible projects

IS BEING MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU FOR

No Securities have been or will be registered under

for Green Bond investments, and assesses the

INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY.

the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the

framework’s robustness in meeting the institutions’

“Securities Act”). Accordingly, any Securities will

environmental objectives. The second opinion is

This report is based on information provided

only be issued in the United States pursuant to an

based on documentation of rules and frameworks

by Nederlandse Waterschapsbank N.V. (the

exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the

provided by the institutions themselves (the

“Company”) and other publicly available information

registration requirements of the Securities Act.

client) and information gathered during meetings,

as indicated herein. The information contained in this

Statements in this report that are not historical facts

teleconferences and e-mail correspondence with

report does not constitute or form part of any offer

are “forward-looking statements”, including forward-

the client.

for sale or subscription of or solicitation or invitation

looking statements within the meaning of the U.S.

of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.

The second opinion of Cicero is on the

which the Company may issue in the United States

Forward-looking statements are based on intent,

website of NWB Bank: www.nwbbank.com

or any other jurisdiction (the “Securities”) nor shall

belief or current expectations of future events of the

it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on

Company’s management and are subject to risks,

Summary of Cicero opinion

in connection with any contract or commitment

uncertainties and assumptions. Should one or more

Overall, NWB Bank’s Green Bond framework and

whatsoever. Any decision to invest in or acquire

of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should

the governing laws of the regional water authorities

Securities must be based wholly on the information

underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the actual

provide a holistic and sound framework for

contained in an offering document or prospectus (the

results of the Company may vary materially from

climate-friendly investments. The water authorities

“Offering Document”) issued or to be issued by the

those expressed in or implied by the forward-looking

integrate a range of environmental impacts in

Company in connection with any such offer and not

statements. Given these risks and uncertainties,

their project plans, and perform environmental

on the contents hereof and this report should not be

you are cautioned not to place substantial reliance

impact assessments on all large projects. The

considered as a recommendation by the Company

on forward-looking statements, which are made

Green Bond framework lists eligible projects that

that any recipient of this report should subscribe for

only as of the date of this report. For a discussion of

are generally supportive of the dual objective of

or purchase any Securities in any jurisdiction in which

some of the important factors that could cause the

promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-

such offer, sale or invitation is not authorized or to

Company’s results to differ from those expressed in

resilient growth, and improving biodiversity. NWB

any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an

or implied by the forward-looking statements, please

Bank provides regular and transparent reports to

offer, sale or invitation. This report does not contain

be referred to the Offering Document that will be

investors and the public.

all relevant information relating to the Company or its

delivered in connection with any Securities offering.

Securities, particularly with respect to the risks and

The Company disclaims any obligation to update,

The regional water authorities take an integrated

special considerations involved with an investment

or to announce publicly any revision to, any of

approach to climate change and biodiversity

in the Securities of the Company, and is qualified in

the forward-looking statements contained in

projects, and the bond framework does not include

its entirety by reference to the detailed information

this report.

any biodiversity projects that would have a negative
impact on the climate. The water authorities are
public entities subject to regular and comprehensive
reporting at the national and EU level.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Tom Meuwissen,
General Manager Treasury,
tel: +31 70 416 62 70
e-mail: tom.meuwissen@nwbbank.com
Nederlandse Waterschapsbank N.V.
Rooseveltplantsoen 3
2517 KR The Hague
The Netherlands
P.O. Box 580
2501 CN The Hague
The Netherlands
t +31 (0)70 416 62 66
f +31 (0)70 416 62 62
info@nwbbank.com
www.nwbbank.com
This report was prepared for the NWB Bank by AxHA info@axha.eu

